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ERP’s strategy is  the protection and preservation of 

elephants and rhinos in the wild,  through poverty 

al leviat ion. 
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 Elephants,  Rhinos & People (ERP) was founded to preserve and protect Southern 
Afr ica’s  wild elephants and rhinos through a strategy that is  based on rural  poverty 
al leviat ion.  In order to accomplish its  mission,  ERP careful ly selects projects based 
on their  potential  to create economic engines for impoverished rural  communit ies 
in areas adjacent to threatened elephant and rhino populations. 

 Armed with an Ashoka-accredited poverty al leviat ion model,  and by having a 
mult i faceted team posit ioned to tackle poverty,  ERP is  able to address the  
welfare of elephants and rhinos in an unusual  but effective manner.  ERP brings  
over 20 years of experience in community relat ions,  poverty al leviat ion,  and  
impact investment in infrastructure,  so as to achieve sustainable,  non-lethal 
wildl i fe conservation.

 Given that the poverty al leviat ion-based strategy is  a medium to long-term 
proposit ion,  ERP also implements a range of tactical  interventions designed to 
combat the poaching problem, and to improve the welfare of elephants and rhinos 
in the short term.  These interventions include but are not l imited to,  elephant 
relocations,  a veterinary emergency response unit  and drought rel ief  programs. 

ABOUT

100% of your donation goes directly to ERP’s f ieldwork
ERP’s parent company,  groupelephant.com, donates 1% of i ts  revenues to cover al l 
of  ERP’s operational  expenses,  and to fund projects.  This means that 100% of every 
dollar  you donate wil l  go straight into our f ield projects.

ERP works directly with the community
ERP empowers communit ies that l ive s ide by s ide with wild elephants and rhinos 
because we bel ieve community members are the only viable long-term solution to 
the survival  of  elephants and rhinos.

Within reason, ERP will  try anything that may work
We have an appetite for well-managed r isk,  so we pursue a broad range of 
potential  solutions and rapidly scale the ones that work.

ERP is run with the discipline of a business, rather than l ike a conventional nonprofit
Drawing on groupelephant.com’s resources,  we have expert ise in bui lding 
partnerships,  executing projects and growing economic wealth,  and we apply these 
ski l ls  to the chal lenge of poverty in rural  communit ies,  with reference to elephant 
and rhino conservation.

ERP bui lds unconventional  partnerships
We have no preconceived notions about which players should be involved in this 
f ight,  so we seek out partners who are best posit ioned to help,  whether they are 
businesses,  other conservation organizations,  governments,  or local  communit ies.

ERP proves every project
By measuring basic impact numbers,  providing project detai ls  and photos,  ERP 
str ives to prove every f ield project i t  completes.

HOW ERP OPERATES


